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PROFESSIONAL NEGOTIATION AGREEMENT
TEACHING PERSONNEL
AGREEMENT, made this January 31. 2003 by and between the
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS OF THE FAIRPORT CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, TOWN OF
PERINTON, MONROE COUNTY NEW YORK (hereinafter referred to as the "Superintendent"), and the
FAIRPORT EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION (hereinafter referred to as the "Association");
WHEREAS, the legislature of the State of New York has declared that it is the public
policy of this State to promote harmonious and cooperative relationships between government and its
employees, and
WHEREAS, the Superintendent and the Association recognize and declare that providing a
quality education for the children of the district is their mutual aim and that the character of such education
depends largely upon the quality, dedication and morale of the teaching services, and
WHEREAS, the Superintendent and the Association, with full awareness of the legal
responsibilities and duty of the Board of Education to detennine policy within the framework of the law,
recognize that the members of the teaching profession are particularly qualified and professionally obliged
to assist in the fonnulation of educational policies and programs, and that these responsibilities and
objectives can best be discharged and realized when mutual understanding, cooperation and effective
communications exist within the district, and
WHEREAS, the Board of Education and the Association, throughjoint consultation, have
detennined that the certificated professional staff of the district should be divided into employer-employee
negotiating units; one consisting of all certificated personnel except principals, assistant principals,
coordinators, consultants and directors, and per diem substitutes in negotiations and in the settlement of
grievances pursuant to the provision of the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, and
WHEREAS, the Association has heretofore affirmed that it shall not engage in a strike, and
shall not cause, instigate, encourage, or condone a strike, and
WHEREAS, the Superintendent has a statutory obligation, pursuant to the Taylor Law, to
negotiate with the Association as the representative of the teaching personnel with respect to salaries,
wages, hours and other tenns and conditions of employment.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual covenants and
agreements herein contained, it is hereby covenanted and agreed as follows:
SCOPE
1. This agreement shall cover the employer-employee negotiating unit of the Fairport Central
School District (hereinafter referred to as the "District"), consisting of all certified professional personnel
including substitute teachers in a specific assignment for at least 20 consecutive workdays until they no
longer hold the position, (hereinafter referred to as "member(s)"), except principals, assistant principals,
coordinators, consultants and directors and per diem substitutes, and all negotiations involving this
negotiating unit shall be conducted separately from those of any other negotiating unit. 82. Any agreement so negotiated shall apply alike to all personnel within the employer-
employee negotiating unit described herein, regardless of membership or lack of membership in the
Association and shall cover the period agreed upon by the parties.
NE(,JOW~TING PROCEDURE
1. Meetingsof the negotiatingtearnsmay be initiatedupon the writtenrequestof eitherparty.
In any givenschoolyear suchrequest shall be mladeon or before the firstday in Januarythat school is in
session.
2. Such meetings shall only be requested for the purpose of resolving matters involving terms
and conditions of employment and the administration of grievances arising thereunder.
3. At the time of the first meeting of the negotiating teams, each party shall submit to the
other, or to their authorized representative, all of the proposals of said party to be considered for
negotiations. The initial meetings shall be held no earlier than December 15, and no later than January 10,
in any given year.
4. The negotiating teams shall ammge to hold the initial and subsequent meetings at a
Inutually satisfactory time and place within ten days after the service of the request for the meeting. The
parties will enter into good-faith negotiations OV€:t"a successor agreement. Under normal circumstances,
Ineetings shall be held at a time other than the regular school day. 8
5. The Association and the Superintendent agree to furnish each other, upon reasonable
request, all available factual infonnation pertinent to matters to be proposed for negotiations or under
negotiation, in order to assist the negotiating teaIJ!1Sin developing intelligent, accurate and constructive
proposals to assist the parties in resolving ~,.uchInatters. All requests for such infonnation are to come only
irom the chairperson of each negotiating team.
6. The meetings of the negotiating teams shall be conducted in private. Neither the
Association nor the Superintendent shall exercis€:any restraint upon the other in selection of membership of
the respective negotiating teams.
7. Negotiations should use these steps as guidelines for procedure but other procedures are
acceptable with the approval of the Board of Education and the FEA Executive Committee.
SA VJrNGS CLAUSE
1. This agreement and all provisions herein are subject to all applicable laws. In the event any
provision of this agreement is held to violate such laws, such provision shall not bind either of the parties,
but the remainder of this agreement shall remain in full force and effect as if the invalid provision had not
been a part of this agreement.
8
. DURATION
1. This ProfessionalNegotiationAgreementshallcontinuein full force and effectuntil
October 15,2006, and thereafter until either party hereto wishes to propose such amendments or
modifications, they shall serve notice on the other party no later than September 30 in each
succeeding year, and any such amendments or modifications shall be considered prior to October 15
in each succeeding year. In the event no such request for amendments or modifications is made,
this agreement shall continue in full force and effect until October 15 of each succeeding year.
These dates may be extended by mutual agreement of the parties.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands and seals this 31st davof
January. 2003
William Cala, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools
.
~
.
A(jREEMENT 8This agreementis made and executedthe _ January31. 2003 by and between the
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS of the F~port Central School District (hereinafter referred to as the
"Superintendent"), and the FAIRPORT EDUCATORS ASSOCIA nON (hereinafter referred to as the
"Association"):
SECT[ON 1 -SCOPE
A. This agreement shall cover the employer.-employee negotiating unit of Fairport Central School
District (hereinafter referred to as the "District"), consisting of all certified professional personnel
including substitute teachers in a specific. assignment for at least 20 consecutive workdays until they
no longer hold the position, (hereinafter referred to as "member(s)"), except staff who formally
evaluate FEA unit members and per dieIn substitutes.
SECTION 2 - SALARIES
A. 1. (a) The starting salary for the members of the unit covered by this Agreement shall be
as follows:
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
$32,000
$32,500
$33,000
$33,750 8
(b) The hiring schedule for 2002-06 is set forth in Appendix A.
2. Each returning unit member will receive salary increases as follows:
2002-03- increase of2.5% plus $1,150 added to their previous year's base salary.
2003-04- increase of 2.4% plus $1,176 added to their previous year's base salary.
2004-05- increase of2.3% plus $1,204 added to their previous year's base salary.
2005-06- increase of 2.2% plus $1,234 added to their previous year's base salary.
3. An additional stipend for each M[aster's degree held by a member shall be paid in the
amount shown:
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
$675
$725
$775
$825
An additional stipend for a doctorate degree and/or for National Board for Professional
Teaching Standards Certification. shall be paid in the amount of$1000. Stipends are not
added to the base salary.
1
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4. An additional stipend of $500 shall be paid for either the School District Administrator
(SDA) or School Administrator and Supervisor (SAS) certificate held by a member as
long as the certificate remains valid. Stipends are not added to the base salary.
B. Effective July 1, 1994 the District will pay $350 for every new block of six graduate credit hours
earned up to the maximum of 84 hours, which shall become part of the salary base. This salary
credit will not apply if the member chooses to receive tuition reimbursement instead.
C. The extra duty assignment salaries and the coaching salaries of the unit members covered by this
agreement for the school years 2002-03, 2003-04, 2004-05, 2005-06 are set forth in Appendices "B"
and "C".
SECTION 3 - CAREER IN FAIRPORT COMPENSATION PLAN
A. Teachers with a minimum of fifteen years full-time service in the District may elect one of the four
options below to enhance their income for a specific period of time during their career in Fairport.
A teacher may select only one option one time during his or her career in Fairport. By selecting an
option, the teacher guarantees that he or she will provide at least 180 days notice prior to his or her
retirement tTom the District. Failure to do so may, at the District's discretion, require the member
to repay the amount earned under the Career in Fairport plan. ITa teacher who has elected an
option does not complete his or her career in teaching in Fairport, the District may require the
member to repay the amount earned under the plan.
Choice of any option must be made prior to January 1 of the school year that payment will
commence. Severance of employment prior to the full tenn of the option will result in forfeiture
of the remaining portion of the selected option.
1. A single payment of $23,000 made in the first payroll in July in the calendar year in
which the teacher retires unless specially requested to be paid otherwise and approved by
the Superintendent of Schools.
2. Two (2) payments of $7,000 made during two consecutive years chosen by the member
for a total of $14,000.
3. Three (3) payments of $6,000 made during three consecutive years chosen by the
member for a total of$18,000.
4. Five (5) payments of $4,000 made during five consecutive years chosen by the member
for a total of $20,000.
Payment at Notice of Retirement
Members who submit an irrevocable letter of retirement by no later than January 1 indicating that
they will retire at the end of that school year will receive a one time payment of $2,000 to be paid
in the second paycheck of March in the year of retirement.
2
ASECTION 4 -TI~ACIDNG CONDmONS
81. Members in grades 7 through 12 inclusive will not be assigned to more than two subject
areas nor more than a total of three teaching preparations, except temporarily in cases of
extenuating circumstances and with the written consent and knowledge of the total teaching
load. The maximum teaching load for members in grades 7 through 12 inclusive will
consist of five classes and one study hall, except temporarily in cases of extenuating
circumstances with written conslmt and knowledge of the total teaching load. This shall
not prevent a five-member buildilng committee elected by the members in that buildilng
from developing, together with tJhebuildilng principal, mutually acceptable alternatives to
the study hall assignments.
2. Full-time members in grades 7 through 12 inclusive will have no fewer than two
unassigned periods, or their equivalent, per day to cany out professional duties.
3. For pwposes of salary computation, part-time positions are calculated as follows:
One period (or a .2 full-tune equivalent (FTE» will equal 17% of an annual salary.
Two periods (.4 FfE) will equal 33%
Three periods (.6 FfE) will equal 50%
Four periods (.8 FTE) will equal 67% Any teacher with four periods will be paid for a
preparation period bringing the fcompensation to 83%
If a teacher travels between two or more buildings, they will be paid for a travel period
(17%). There will be no paid travel period between Dudley and Northside Schools. 8
If a part-time teacher works at 1(:3stthree (3) periods (.6 FTE) a day and those periods
occur during a regularly scheduled student lunch period, that teacher will receive a 30-
minute duty-free lunch.
4. In elementary schools, the Distri(:t will make every reasonable effort to establish a class
load for teachers ofPhysica1 Education, Art and Vocal Music as follows, except
temporarily and in cases of extenuating circumstances:
K-3
4-6
33 classes per week
30 classes per week
If a teacher's classes fall into both of the above groupings, the number of classes taught per
week will be determined by the grouping in which the majority of the teacher's classes fall.
5. No member in grades 7-12 who tt~ches electives often (10) weeks or less in duration shall
instruct more than two (2) different ten (10) week electives unless the member so desires.
6. A class shall be defined as a group of students who meet together for instruction subject to
exceptions noted in Section 4, Sub-section E, Paragraph 4.
3
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7. Unit members teaching food courses in the area of Home and Career Skills shall teach a
maximum of 5 classes but will not be assigned a study hall if shopping is required.
B. Members of this unit will not be assigned to teach outside the scope of their teaching certificate
except as provided for by the regulations of the Commissioner of Education.
C. 1. Probationary members will be infonned in writing of the action taken regarding their tenure
status by the Superintendent of Schools not less than ninety (90) calendar days prior to the
end of the probationary period.
2. First year probationary members may be required by the administration to attend
orientation sessions during the school year.
D. Traveling Teachers
A member who is assigned to teach in more than one building in the District per day shall be
allowed thirty (30) minutes traveling time between buildings. A traveling teacher's workday shall
be no longer than the workday of the school in which the teacher spends the largest portion of
his/her workday. No teacher shall travel involuntarily for more than three (3) consecutive years.
Home School - A home school shall be designated for each unit member who teaches in more than
one building. The home school shall be that building in which the unit member spends the greatest
portion of classroom teaching time. If the teaching time spent between buildings is equal, the home
school shall be detennined by the Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources after consultation
with the principals of each school.
The unit member shall be responsible for faculty meetings and other similar duties at the home
school. The administrators and/or supervisors at the home school shall be responsible for the
observation and evaluation of the traveling teacher's perfonnance.
It is understood by the parties that exclusive of the aforementioned duties and responsibilities
reserved for the home school, a unit member is subject to the authority of the administrator and/or
supervisor in every building where the unit member teaches.
Each school will designate reserved parking space( s) for travel teachers if they have any on staff
E. 1. In determining teacher class assignments for secondary teachers, a laboratory period will be
deemed the equivalent of a class period.
2. In elementary schools, the District will make every reasonable effort to avoid the
establishment of any classes which on the fIrSt day of school exceed the following number
of students, except temporarily and in case of extenuating circumstances:
Kindergarten
Grades 1 through 3
Grades 4 through 6
25 pupils per class
28 pupils per class
30 pupils per class
4
F.
3. In secondary schools, the Distric~twill make every reasonable effort to avoid the
establishment of any classes which on the first day of school exceed the following number
of students in the subject matter areas of English, language, mathematics, science, social
studies, business and health, except temporarily and in case of extenuating circumstances. .
Non-regents
Regents and honors
25 pupils per class
30 pupils per class
In laboratory sciences, technology and home & careers, the District will take into
consideration the safety factors in setting class size in such course.
4. This selection will in no way prohibit patterns of organization for instruction, such as large-
small group instruction, team-t~lching, independent study programs, differentiated staffing,
individualized instruction.
1. The work year for returning teachers is 188 days, three of which are to be utilized as listed
below.
Three of these days are without s~tudents. No more than one and one half (1 1/2) of these
days may be used for classroom preparation. The other one and a half days will be from
the list of activities below:
. Participate in curriculum development projects
Participate in staff dl~velopment projects
Participate in grade-llevel meetings, department meetings, and collaborative
instructional projects
Participate in joint District/FEA initiatives
Participation in other activities as offered by the principal or designee
.
.
.
.
.
The work year for teachers in their first year of employment shall consist of no more than
191 days. The Superintendent of Schools or his/her designee will meet with the president
of the Association or his/hcr designee to discuss the Association's role in the New Teachers
Orientation Program.
For K-5 teachers, two half days, one in the fall and one in the spring, will be made
available. A committee will be formed in each elementary building consisting of one
administrator selected by the Superintendent, and one teacher from each grade level, and
one special area teacher appointed by the Association president to determine how these half
days may be used. Each elementury building committee will submit its plan to the
Association executive vice president and the Superintendent for their approval no later than
May 1st preceding each school year.
The District will provide a second Superintendent's conference day, in addition to opening
day, of which one-half of the day may be used for inservice and/or staff development.
Professional duties to be perform(~ for the other half of the Superintendent's conference
day shall be agreed to by the teachers and principal in each building.
5
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The District will also provide one day of release time for K-5 teachers on the second to the
last day of the school year providing that the 180 state aided days will be fulfilled.
2. Calendar Committee- On or about March 1 of each year (or earlier if infonnation is
available,) a committee composed of three (3) teachers appointed by the president of the
Association and two (2) administrators appointed by the Superintendent, shall meet to
consider a calendar for the subsequent school year within the guidelines outlined in F-l
above. Such committee shall recommend a school calendar for the following year to the
Superintendent of Schools on or about April 15. A chairperson shall be selected from
within the committee.
3. If an emergency situation necessitates a change in the Board-adopted calendar, the
Superintendent shall immediately notify the chairperson of the Calendar Committee. The
committee shall consider necessary changes and make recommendations to the
Superintendent in a time period specified by the Superintendent, but at least 24 hours.
G. Members will not be required to take the class of an absent teacher except in an emergency
situation.
H. 1. All unit members will be entitled to a duty-free lunch period of at least thirty (30) minutes
during a regularly scheduled student lunch period.
2. Preparation time for all elementary members in grades K-6 shall be no less than 30
consecutive minutes per day during the instructional day.
I. The teacher shall bring to the attention of the principal and the school specialists, any child who is
continually disrupting the classroom. Prompt action shall be taken by the principal, the teacher and
the school specialists concerned to remedy the situation before the educational process of the rest of
the class suffers.
J. Each school building will maintain at no less than the present standards:
1. A heated, lighted, properly ventilated and furnished teacher office machine work area
containing equipment and supplies to aid in the preparation of instructional materials.
2. A telephone and/or communication system so that members can call the building office,
and emergency numbers and other numbers from their classrooms if available with current
system. In the event that the telephone system is not functional, the building will
implement its emergency communication plan.
3. A heated, lighted, cleaned, furnished and ventilated staff lounge/dining room.
4. Heated, lighted, ventilated and cleaned and supplied restrooms, separate for each sex and
separate from students' restrooms.
5. A separate dining area for use by the staff.
6
K.
L.
M.
6. An assigned desk, chair, and filing cabinet for each member. Members will receive
additional desks and filing spac(~upon justification to the building principal. Traveling
teachers will have a desk, chair ~mdfile cabinet in their home school and a work area in the
second school. 8
7. A minimum of one telephone for teacher use will be provided in each building.
8. Corridors, stairs and exits will b~ maintained in a manner that meets all required safety
codes and regulations.
9. Classrooms and chalkboards will be maintained in a clean condition and rooms will be
dusted on a regular basis.
10. All members will be oriented to Ithebuilding emergency plan and other safety measures.
Traveling teachers will be orientled to plans in all buildings in which they work.
Recognizing the need for infonning members of changes in their teaching assignment from year to
year, the District will infonn such membt~ of their tentative teaching assignments on or before
June 7th.
Class periods to be split into two or more segments shall be assigned on a voluntary basis.
The District and the Association have formed a joint committee to establish best practices for
staffing and placement of special education children. The findings of this committee will be
implemented upon completion of their study.
1. When identifying and developing a program for a student with an IEP, the
classroom teacher, support staff, and administrators shall have input in determining
facilities, supplies and e<;[uipment needed. Special orientation and training will be
provided for the teacher i[fhe/she and the building administrator deems it
necessary.
8a.
b. A regular education teacher will serve on the Building Team in order to assist in
planning for students with special needs.
2. By the end of the second week of school, all professional staff will be provided with a list
of all IEP students in their classes.. The list will be compiled by the building's special
education teachers and will include the students' educational needs and necessary
classroom modifications.
3. In order to effectively meet the needs of IEP students in the ELEMENTARY
CLASSROOM, careful consideration will be given to class placements for the
upcoming school year:
a.
(1) The elementary teacher, special education teacher, and principal shall give
input regarding needs and modifications required for the student.
7
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b.
(2)
(2) In order to effectively plan for the needs of all students, elementary
teachers will receive notification of cwrent students identified by the
Fairport CSE to be placed in their classes for the upcoming year by the
close of the school year. H during the summer a student has been
recommended by the Fairport CSE to be identified, the classroom teacher
will be infonned of the placement within ten calendar days following
Board of Education approval.
(3) Each elementary building's shared decision-making committee will appoint
two teachers to work cooperatively with the building's principal to identify
student placements. The committee will strive to match the unique needs
of students with the instructional strengths of the building's teaching staff.
In the event that the committee finds it necessary to assign more than four
(4) IEP students to a given class prior to the first day of school, the District
will provide one of the following:
(a) limit that class size to 24 students.
(b) open a new section to equally distribute the IEP students.
(c) provide an additional support person to team with that teacher in
the classroom.
In order to effectively meet the needs ofIEP students in the SECONDARY
CLASSROOM, careful consideration will be given to class placements for the
upcoming school year. The following procedures will be implemented:
(1) By opening day, each building's special education teachers will conduct a
needs survey which will be given to all teachers who cwrently have
special education students in their classes in order to identify the levels of
support needed for success as well as areas of teacher concern. This
survey will be utilized as an element in determining appropriate placement.
A building level committee comprised of up to two special education
teachers will meet prior to the end of each school year and collaborate with
guidance staff to ensure that an equitable distribution of IEP students is
scheduled into each class for the upcoming school year. H due to
scheduling constraints, the committee cannot meet prior to the end of the
school year, up to two paid summer workdays will be provided to
accomplish this task. In order to ensure equitable distribution of IEP
students who require more than the usual modifications, consideration will
be given, but not limited to, the following:
(a) that curriculum be presented in a fonn other than what the teacher
usually presents.
8
(b) extra behavioral support as indicated on the student's Individual
Education Plan.
(c) special devices, tools or teaching methods. .
(3) In the event that the committee is unable to equitably distribute students
because of scheduling constraints, and the number of students exceeds 6
in any given cICJlSsprior to the first day of school, the District will provide
one of the following:
(a) limit that class size to 18 students.
(b) open a :new section to equally distribute the IEP students.
(c) provide: an additional support person to team with that teacher in
the classroom.
.
Every effort will be made to complete this process by August 15.
(4) An Individual Educational Plan for speech services shall not be counted as
an IEP covered under this contract.
SECTION S - LEAD TEACHERS
A. Unit members appointed as lead teachers shall receive a $2,500 annual stipend.
.
B. Lead teachers in the sixth grade shall rec(~ive one release period per day. Elementary lead teachers
will have full release time from all teacltiJrlg duties. The lead teacher for guidance will be directly
responsible for fewer students than other counselors.
c. Lead teachers in English, Social Studies, :Math, Science, and Foreign Language will receive release
periods according to the following:
# of Teachers
in Area ofResoonsibilitv
0-10
11-20
21 +
# of Release Periods
1
2
3
Teachers who are in a department part-tillie shall be counted as a full-time teacher in the department
except that traveling teachers are counted only in their home school. Lead teachers are not counted
in the department for purposes of release tUne.
9
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D. Lead teacher positions in the areas listed below will be assigned as a .5 FfE (full-time equivalent)
or equivalent staffing level:
Art
Gifted & Talented
Music
Special Education Grades 6-8
Special Education Grades 9-12
E. Each lead teacher, upon his/her request, shall be pennitted to return to full-time teaching within
his/her department without loss of seniority or any benefits contained in this agreement or law.
Such requests shall be made on or before May I of any school year and shall be effective for the
subsequent school year.
SECTION 6 - PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT AND ACCOUNTABILITY
A highly competent teaching staff is of primary importance in maintaining the high quality in
Fairport Central School District. Assuring the competence of each teacher begins with identifying and
hiring the best available candidates, continues with providing appropriate support to assure continued
growth, and identifying professional standards as the basis of evaluation of competence. The parties to this
agreement support the implementation of a comprehensive plan which will ensure responsible and
responsive practices in the Fairport Central School District.
SECTION 6.1- PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
A. The District and FEA agree to individually recognize those teachers excelling with respect to the
Professional Standards by agreeing to encourage teachers to apply for the National Teacher
Certification.
1. The District and FEA can recognize other teachers excelling with respect to the
Professional Standards through identification of teachers as mentor teachers or other forms
of recognition.
2. If new standards are adopted by the District, they must be ratified by members of PEA.
SECTION 6.2 - HIRING
Teachers will be involved in the hiring process.
SECTION 6.3 - GENERAL EVALUATION PROCEDURE
A. Prior to the first day of school, each teacher will meet with the building principal or designee to
outline the professional expectations for the coming school year. The teacher will be provided a
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written summary of the meeting. Any concerns or problems need to be brought to the teacher's
attention during the prior year's summative conference.
.B. Staff members will be fonnally observ(~ at least once each year: non-tenured staff prior to
February 1 and tenured staff prior to May 15. No member shall be observed for the purposes of
evaluation two days preceding or following a holiday recess period unless specifically requested
by either the unit member or the principal and agreed to by both.
c. Within a week following each fonnal observation, the observer will provide a written report and
will conference with the staff member. The report and discussion will:
1. Identify those Professional Standards that the teacher has satisfactorily met.
2. Point out the Standards that are potential areas for professional growth, suggesting specific
behaviors, performances or techniques which will assist the teacher to understand the
desired outcome.
3. Outline a program designed to a(~hieve the growth in performance, listing specific
performance objectives and a mc::thod for detennining if the growth has occurred.
D. The teacher will be given the opportunity to comment in writing on anything contained in a written
report.
I~. Copies of formal observation forms will be maintained by the building principal and in the teacher's
central office personnel file. The teacher will be provided a copy.
.F'. Copies of any written evaluative memoranda that are made of observation of staff member's non-
instructional responsibilities will be maintained in the building personnel folder and sent to the staff
member who may prepare a written response which will be attached to the memoranda which will
accompany copies of it should it be forw~arded to any other office.
SECTION 6.4 - P:ROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
A. Mentor Teacher Program for Probationary Teachers
1. The District will provide a mentoring program. Each newly hired member will be assigned
a mentor. Mentors will be assigned at the discretion of the District. Mentors will be
provided with an annual stipend of $1,000.
2. Mentors will be provided with Up'to five (5) released days for participation in seminars,
visitations, etc. as approved by the Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources and
Labor Relations. Each mentor willI also be provided with a budget of $250 per year for
conference attendance, visitations, and other professional activities approved by the
Assistant Superintendent for HUDlaIl Resources and Labor Relations. The $250 may be
used by either the mentor or the newly-hired teacher.
11
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B. Intervention and Support Program
1. The intervention and support program is designed to offer resources to help improve the
perfonnance of teachers who are having difficulties in the perfonnance of their professional
duties. The program will be administered by the Intervention and Support Team (1ST) of
four elected members and one administrator mutually selected by the FEA and District.
a. Teachers who have been selected and trained as peer mentors may be selected by
the Intervention and Support Team to assist a colleague with developing and
refining specific teaching skills.
b. Peer mentors assigned by the Intervention and Support Team will devote personal
and professional time to accomplish the goals of the program.
2. A teacher may volunteer for intervention, or may be recommended in writing for
intervention and remediation by a teacher, a building or District administrator, or by the
1ST. Such written recommendation is appropriate when a teacher's perfonnance is less than
satisfactory. The referral for intervention and remediation may contain a recommendation
as to a plan for remediation.
3. The written referral shall be made to the 1ST and shall request either a Phase I or Phase n
plan. The 1ST will detennine whether the referral is appropriate. If the refeITal is not
appropriate the 1ST shall so notify the teacher and the referring individua1(s).
4. If the 1ST accepts the Phase I referral, the member may choose not to participate in the
Phase I plan. This will be noted in the member's personnel file. If the member chooses to
participate, the team shall prescribe a Phase I plan of remediation and support which may
include, but not be limited to, assistance by a peer-mentor, mandatory in-service, other
professional studies, participation in the District's Employee Assistance Program, or other
prescribed action plans. The plan shall be developed with the teacher referred, building
and/or other appropriate administrators or teachers. The plan will provide for the
development of specific perfonnance and professional goals. The plan will also identify a
timetable for evaluation, methods of evaluation and evaluators and a timetable for
completion of the plan and review by the 1ST. The teacher will receive copies of all
evaluations and may submit a reply within ten school days of receipt.
5. Upon completion of the Phase I plan, or at such times indicated in the plan, the 1ST will
review all evaluations and other infonnation submitted under the plan to the 1ST. If the
determination of the 1ST is that the intervention pl~ was successful, the team will report,
in writing, to the Superintendent, the FEA president, the referring individual( s) an the
teacher in the intervention program. The Superintendent, or designee, shall inform the
teacher in writing of successful completion of the program or further referral.
6. If the determination of the 1ST is that the Phase I intervention was not successful, the 1ST
will issue a report in writing, to the Superintendent, the FEA president, the referring
individual(s) and the teacher in the intervention program. In this event, or in the event of a
referral immediately to Phase II, the 1ST will complete a Phase n intervention plan which
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Amay be a continuation of the original plan, modification of the original plan or a new
intervention plan. 87. Upon completion of the Phase IJ[plan, or at such times indicated in the plan, the 1STwill
review all evaluations and other information submitted under the plan to the 1ST. The 1ST
will report, in writing, to 1he Superintendent, the FEA president, the referring individual(s)
and the teacher in the intervention program whether the intervention was successful,
unsuccessful or should be continued. The Superintendent, or designee, shall inform the
teacher in writing of the District's action on the 1STreport.
8. The 1ST's determination, reason therefore, and underlying docwnentation from Phase II
ONLY shall be made available in the event of disciplinary hearings. (The determination
and docwnentation from the Phase I intervention plan will not be used in the event of
disciplinary hearings except to establish that Phase I procedures were completed.)
SECTION 6.5 - DISMISSAL PROCEEDINGS
Dismissal Proceedings for Probationary Teachers
It is the intention of the District and FEA to provide support and problem-solving to teachers prior
to implementing any disciplinary procedures.
1. Beginning with the third year of probationary service in the District if consideration is
being given to the dismissal of tbat probationary teacher or to not grant tenure to that
probationary teacher, based upon continued unsatisfactory classroom performance, that
teacher may request in writing of the immediate supervisor within ten (10) calendar days of
receipt of a written warning, a conference to discuss the concerns of the administrator and
to remedy the situation. The meInber will be entitled to be accompanied by a
representative of the Association. The conference shall be held at least forty-five (45)
calendar days prior to the effective date of possible dismissal.
8
2. If, following such a conference, ~lrecommendation is to be made to the Superintendent that
the teacher should be dismissed for just cause based upon continuing unsatisfactory
performance, the teacher will reoeive notice to this effect stating the reasons at the same
time that it is submitted to the S~perintendent. This notice shall be provided to the member
at the same time that it is submitt,ed to the Superintendent.
3. Within ten (10) calendar days aft(ef receipt of the notice form the supervisor, the
Superintendent will decide whether a recommendation of dismissal or denial of tenure will
be made to the Board and will communicate such decision to the teacher. Within ten (10)
calendar days after receipt of the Superintendent's decision to recommend dismissal or
denial of tenure, the teacher may request a hearing before the Board provided written notice
to this effect is delivered to the Clerk of the District or the Assistant Superintendent for
Human Resources and Labor Relations within this period of time. The Board will conduct
an executive session hearing within thirty (30) calendar days from receipt for the teacher's
request.
13
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4. At the hearing, reasons and supporting evidence for the dismissal of the member shall be
presented. The teacher will have the opportunity to rebut evidence, cross-examine
witnesses, present witnesses of his/her own, and be represented by counsel. There shall be
no official transcript of the hearing and the formal rules of the evidence shall not apply.
5. After hearing the evidence, the Board will render its decision. In making its decision, the
Board will not be bound by the recommendation for dismissal and may, in its discretion,
apply a remedy other than dismissal. Within five (5) school days after receiving the written
decision of the Board, and provided that both the Association Executive Committee and the
teacher, with his/her written consent, agree and 'elect, the teacher may enter the Grievance
Procedure at Level m. The decision of the arbitrator will be binding, but his/her authority
will be limited to a review of compliance with this section and his/her award will be
consistent with the language of this section. The arbitrator will have no power or authority
to make any decision which would have the effect of granting tenure to a probationary
teacher.
6. Nothing contained in this section will prevent, delay or restrict the District from its
authority under Section 3031 of Education Law with respect to probationary members, and
any action taken under that section of the Education Law will not be subject to the
Grievance Procedure contained in this agreement. Nothing contained in this section will
prevent, restrict, or impair any member from pursuing the rights afforded to them under that
section of the Education Law, nor shall the Association be prohibited from filing a
grievance at Level m on paragraphs A-I through A-5 inclusive of the section.
B. Dismissal Proceedings for Tenured Teachers
1. If the District is considering a 3020-a proceeding for a tenured member of the staff, based
upon continuing unsatisfactory instructional performance, that member shall have an
opportunity to be placed in the Intervention and Support Program unless the 1ST denied a
referral to that program or the teacher refused the referral.
2. If Section 3020-a of New York State Education Law is amended to remove the finality of
the hearing panel's determination, tenured teachers will be dismissed only for just cause. In
the event of such dismissal based upon continuing unsatisfactory classroom performance,
the member may enter the Grievance Procedure at Level m. The decision of the arbitrator
shall be binding.
C. Nothing contained herein shall prevent the District from immediately filing disciplinary charges
under Section 3020-a of the New York State Education Law for reasons other than classroom
performance.
SECTION 7 - RIGHTS OF TEACHERS
A. A member is entitled to full rights of citizenship and no legal, political or religious activities of any
member outside of school or lack thereof shall be grounds for discipline or discrimination with
respect to the professional employment of such member.
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B. 1. Each member will have the right upon reasonable prior notice, and in the presence of the
Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources and Labor Relations or his/her designee, to
review, and copy, the contents ofhislher complete personnel file, with the exception of
confidential employment recommendations. A member will be entitled to have a
representative of the Association accompany him/her during such review.
.
Such file shall contain observation reports, evaluation reports and all other evaluative
memoranda as are contained in the building file. Evaluative memoranda received for the
District file shall be copied and placed in the building file.
2. In any instance where an entry is made in a personnel folder with which the member
disagrees, or takes exception, th(~member will have the right to file a written statement on
hislher behalf. Such statement will be sent to the building principal and become an
attachment to the said entry, and will become a permanent part of the personnel file and the
buildingfileof the member. .
c. If more than one administrator is to be pr-esent at any meeting with a member at which that
member's professional perfonnance is to be discussed, the member shall be notified in advance, and
shall have the right to be accompanied by an Association representative.
D. Any district-wide observation and evaluation procedures will be explained to faculty members at a
faculty meeting by September 30 of each year.
SECTION 8 - PROFESSIONAL OBLIGATIONS AND RESPONSmILITIES
A. A member will be expected to fulfill his/her professional obligations to remain during and beyond
the scheduled school day in each building to be available for faculty, grade level, departmental, and
cuniculum meetings; for students, profesHional and parent conferences as needed, other than the
elementary conference program as provided in Section 25 F.
.
B. Other than provided in A, inservicc courses taking place after the teacher workday shall be
voluntary.
c. In the classroom, a member shall maintain professional standards of objectivity. Helshe shall
present factually both sides of any controversial issue.
D. Any significant complaint of substance regarding a member made to the administration or another
member by any parent, student, or other pl~on will be promptly called to the attention of the
member.
E. A member will report any complaint of sUbstance made to them by a parent, student, or other
person about another member to that member promptly.
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2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06
Blue Choice Select,
Preferred Care Community
(or comparable plan) 100% 100% 100% 95%
Blue Choice Extended
Preferred Care Comprehensive
(or comparable plan) 90% 88% 87% 85%
Blue Million 90% 88% 87% 85%
.
(or comparable plan)
No teacher hired between July 2, 2002 and June 30, 2006 will be allowed to enroll in the Blue
Million plan or a substantially equivalent plan should the District change carriers.
SECTION 9 - TEACHER CONSULTATION
. A. The administration shall have the right to counsel with members at times during and beyond the
scheduled school day in each building, if in the judgment of the administration such consultation is
in the best interest of the member, the children, and the school system.
SECTION 10 -INSURANCE COVERAGE
A. Health Insurance-
The District will provide comprehensive health insurance coverage for all members electing to
enroll. The District contribution toward the premium cost of each plan will be as outlined in the
chart below. These percentages will apply to either a single, two-person or family plan.
Any plan whose cost to the District is less than the District's premium contribution for Blue Choice
Select or Preferred Care Community will be provided at no cost to the employee with the District
paYing 100% of the premium for the life of this contract.
105b Fund-
In 2005-06, for employees selecting Blue Choice Select only, the District will establish a 10Sh fund
of $200 for employees with single coverage and $300 for employees with two-Person or family
coverage. Any balance remaining in the fund at the end of each fiscal year shall revert to the
District. The FEA and the District will mutually detennine the plan administrator. If, on
September 1, 2005, the $200 fund is less than 2% of the Blue Choice Select single premium or the
$300 fund is less than 3% of the Blue Choice Select two-person or family plan premium, the
District will contribute an additional amount up to the applicable percentage. [Example: If the
Select annual family premium for 2005-06 is $10,100, the District would add an additional $3.00 to
the employee's fund ($10,100 x 30/0=$303.00).]
.
Health Insurance for part-time members- Teachers who are employed to fill part-time positions of
50% or more will receive the same health insurance coverage as full-time employees.
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2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06
.
Blue Million 90% 88% 87% 85%
(or comparable plan)
Plan costing less
than Blue Million 90% 90% 90% 90%
Teachers who voluntarily select to change their positions from full- to part-time (including job
shares) will pay a pro-rated portion of th1eirhealth insurance. The District will pay a percentage of
the premium equal to the percent the teaeher works up to but not exceeding the percentage a full-
time teacher would pay.
.
B. Dental Insurance-
The District will provide to all eligible tnembers the Blue Cross-Blue Shield "Smile-Saver Option
1" plan (or a comparable plan). The District will pay 90% of the premium costs for the dental plan.
c. Life Insurance-
The District will provide to all participating members a $25,000 group term life insurance policy
with the District paying 50% of the cost ~mdthe participating member paying 50% of the cost.
Members have the option of purchasing additional life insurance at the group rate by paying 100%
of the additional premium cost.
D. Retiree Health Insurance-
Any current bargaining unit employee who thereafter retires into the Teachers' Retirement System
and has at least 15 years of District servic:e immediately prior to such retirement, shall be entitled to
continued health insurance coverage with the District contributing toward premium costs as
outlined below:
1. The coverage shall be the basic health insurance and major medical that was in effect at the
time of retirement or its substantial equivalent should the District change plans or carriers.
2. The retiree's cost shall be based (Jlnthe dollar amount of his/her contribution on the date of
retirement, which shall remain fixed and which will be billed semi-annually in advance.
3. A retiree's coverage will be changed to the 65+ (or older equivalent) plan when he/she is
eligible for such plan in conjunction with the availability of Medicare benefits. The
District and the retiree's cost of such coverage shall be in the same proportion as
immediately preceded this Chang4~in coverage.
4. If a retired staff member predeceases his/her spouse at the time of retirement, the spouse
shall be eligible to continue coverage, which shall also apply to dependent children only. If
the spouse elects to change to single coverage, hislher cost shall be equal to the employee
contribution rate for such coverage on the date of the retiree's death.
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5. Once a year retirees shall be provided with the opportunity to change health insurance
carriers.
E. Flexible Benefit Program-
The District will establish a flexible benefit program, at the discretion of and funded by the unit
member, subject to Internal Revenue Service approval, if necessary, for the following expenses:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
HMO premiums
Dental premiums
Group life insurance premiums
Child care expenses
Out of pocket medical or dental expenses
F. One family shall not receive two family plans.
SECTION 11 - LIABILITY INSURANCE
A. The District maintains insurance which allows it to apply coverage for fire, extended coverage, or
vandalism to personal effects of members, while located on the District premises. This coverage is
limited to $100.00 for one person and $500.00 for anyone OCCUITence;and is conditioned upon
such member notifying the building office in writing of any personal property located on the
District premises. This insurance is not primary coverage if the member is covered by any other
applicable insurance.
SECTION 12 - LEAVES OF ABSENCE
The District strongly discourages the practice of unpaid days of leave. There may be an occasion when
unpaid leave may be appropriate; however, this will be at the sole discretion of the District.
A All requests for leaves of absence or extension or renewal of such leaves will be applied for and
responded to in writing. All requests should be on file with the Human Resources Office by no later
than April! st. Any requests submitted after the April! st deadline will be considered at the
District's discretion.
Such request will be made to the Superintendent of Schools and response will be made by the
administration, subsequent to formal action on such request by the Board of Education.
B. A leave of absence for personal reasons without payor increment may be granted at the discretion
of the Board. Such reasons may include but not be limited to educational opportunities, illness
exceeding the limits stated in E, and extension of parenthood leave exceeding the limits stated in F.
c. A member on a leave of absence for a school year or more will notify the Superintendent of Schools
as to his/her intention to return to service at least five months prior to the expiration date of such
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leave. Failure to notify the Superintendtmt of Schools will be deemed to constitute a resignation by
the member.
D.
./ 2.
I~.
F.
1.
SickLeave
1.
2.
3.
Parenthood Leave
1.
2.
.All benefits to which a member was entitled at the time his/her leave of absence
commenced, including unused accumulated sick leave, will be restored to him/her upon
his/her return. He/she will be assigned to the Same position which he/she held at the time
said leave commenced, if available, or if not, to a substantially equivalent position.
Salary changes for members returning from an unpaid leave of absence shall be
consistent with those outlined in Section 2 of this agreement. However, service time and
salary changes shan not accrue for time spent on such leave of absence.
The sick leave policy for the District will provide fifteen days per year of sick leave
cumulative to 180 days per year for ten-month personnel. The accumulated allowance will
not be drawn upon until the 15 days allowable absence for sickness for that year has been
used up. A physician's certificat4~ may be requested as proof of any illness exceeding five
school days.
A Sick Leave Bank shall be maintained as follows:
a.
b.
Each new teacher shall contribute one day to the bank at the start of employment.
When the number of days in the bank drops below 100, each teacher will
contribute one day to the: bank.
Use of Sick Leave Bank will be permitted on the following tenns: .
a.
b.
Teachers shall have used all ofhis/her personal accumulated sick leave days;
A teacher must be absent from work due to sickness or injury for 15 consecutive
school days;
A teacher may draw sick leave days from the bank to a limit of 185 consecutive
school days;
If the teacher qualified for use of the bank, but did not receive paid personal sick
leave days during the 15 day period in sub-section (b), days from the bank will be
applied retroactively;
The District may require a doctor's evidence of the illness or injury necessitating
the use of the Sick Leave Bank.
c.
d.
e.
Members shall be granted parenthood leave upon written application which shall, as far as
possible, be made at least six months before the expected birth or adoption of the child.
In order to provide the needed flexibility in obtaining a suitable replacement, the Assistant
Superintendent for Human Resources and Labor Relations will work with the member to
establish a mutually agreeable cOlnmencement date and duration of such leave. In arriving
at a mutually agreeable date consideration shall be given to the beginning of the tenn or
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midterm, holiday recesses, or a similar time when continuity of instruction will not be
hampered.
3. For non-tenured members, parenthood leave will be an intenuption of the probationary
period and not in lieu of service in meeting the requirements for serving a probationary
period.
4. The duration of any such leave, including any extension thereof, will not be credited for
sick leave purposes or for advancement on the salary schedule.
5. Members of the unit shall be granted upon request, sick leave for disability, occasioned by
pregnancy and/or delivery.
G. Exchange Teacher Leave
A leave of absence without pay for up to two years may be granted to any member who serves as an
exchange teacher, or receives prior approval from the Superintendent to teach in another school
district for a specified period of time, or is a full-time participant in a specially-approved program.
Upon return from such leave, the member will be placed on the salary schedule at the level he/she
would have achieved had he/she not been absent. For non-tenured members, leave will be an
intenuption of the probationary period and not in lieu of service in meeting requirements for
serving a probationary period. A member will not accumulate additional sick leave days during
such leave.
H. Academic Leave
1. A committee COIIlPOsedof two teachers appointed by the President of the FEA and two
administrators appointed by the Superintendent of Schools will be formed to make
recommendations to the Board of Education on applications for academic leaves of
absences.
The Board of Education shall have the sole discretion to grant or deny an academic leave of
absence to a member who has taught in the District for five years or more, for one academic
year at one-half of the salary rate determined by the schedule and level of the year of
application on the salary schedule of the year of absence. No restrictions will be placed on
grants or fellowship awards received by the member.
2. An academic leave of absence may be granted as above to a member who has taught in the
District for ten years or more, for one academic year at the full salary rate determined by
the schedule and level of the year of application on the salary schedule of the fellowship
awards received by the member.
3. Upon return from such leave, the member will be placed on the salary schedule at the level
he/she would have achieved had he/she not been absent.
4. A member is qualified to apply ifhe/she:
a. Has taught in the District for the number of years specified above, and
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5.
6.
7.
8.
Job Sharing
b. Submits a written program of pwposes, activities, and benefits to the District, and
c. In the case of a member receiving one-half salary, agrees, in writing, to return to
the District for the three:: full years following the year of leave or repaying the
District one-third of the salary received in the year of leave of absence for each
year or part thereof in which he/she is voluntarily absent. In the case of a member
receiving full salary, agJrees, in writing, to return to the District for the four full
years following the year of leave or repaying the District one-fourth of the salary
received in the year of 14~ve of absence for each year or part thereof in which
he/she is voluntarily absent.
8
The Board of Education shall use, but not be limited to, the following criteria in
determining its selection:
a. Date of application
b. Availability of a qualifie:d substitute
c. Anticipated value of the proposed study to the District
d. Anticipated value of the proposed study to the increased competency of the
individual.
e. Relevance of proposed study to cwrent or potential assignment in the District.
f. Seniority of applicant. Seniority is defined as the number of years of service in the
District. 8
Applications shall be received by the Superintendent of Schools no later than November
15th immediately preceding the year of absence.
The terms and conditions of the a.cademic leave, including eligibility for applying for leave
and the salary received during th(: time of leave, will be detennined by the provisions of the
Academic Leave Policy in effect at the time the application for leave is submitted.
Members denied academic leave :may meet with the conunittee or the Board's
representative, whichever is appropriate, to discuss the denial.
Tenured unit members may apply for job sharing. The District will detennine the availability of the
job sharing positions. Teacher(s) wishing to share a position shall apply in writing to the Human
Resources Office. Application should be :madeon a one year basis and must be renewed every
year. Initial and renewal applications should be made prior to February 1st.
1. Unit members shall be paid on a prorated basis of their appropriate salary schedule. Each
successive year, the unit members: will advance on the salary schedule as full-time teachers
provided the job sharing service was .5 or more.
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2. Unit members shall retain full seniority earned prior to becoming a job sharer. Additional
seniority shall continue to accrue on a prorated basis during the time served as a shared
teacher.
3. Job sharers shall retain all other District provided benefits, including but not limited to
health insurance, on a pro rata basis unless those benefits are specifically applicable only to
full-time unit members.
4. Job sharers shall attend full workshop days, open house, and such other professional
meetings as may be required without the payment of additional salary.
5. Job sharers may not substitute for each other without the approval of their supervisor.
6. Applications mayor may not, in the Superintendent's sole discretion, be approved on a
yeariy basis. Names and subject area or grade level of applicants will be forwarded to the
FEA president for confirmation.
a. If denied, the unit member shall be notified no later than May 1, and the reason for
denial be given in writing.
b. At the time an application is approved, the unit member(s) shall agree in writing;
(1)
(2)
to their school and subject assignment for the year
to the rate of compensation for the assignment.
7. Job sharers shall be granted a leave of absence from their prior positions for the time of the
job share. Upon the conclusion of a job sharing position, a unit member shall return to a
full-time position in the District, consistent with the Education Law and this agreement,
with all rights and benefits unless the job sharing position is continued for another year.
SECTION 13 - PERSONAL LEAVE
A Subject to the approval of the building principal, each full-time staff member of this unit shall be
allowed up to three days of leave with full pay during the school year for personal reasons.
Personal leave days will not be cumulative from year to year, but any of the above unused personal
leave days shall be added to the accumulated sick leave days of the member, up to a maximum of
180 days. Except in cases of emergency, the member requesting such leave shall give hislher
building principal at least two (2) days written notice ofhislher desire to take such leave. One day
may be taken without giving a reason, but not before or after a holiday or recess period. This day
will be for personal business that cannot be done outside of the regular workday. The other two
days shall be granted only for the following reasons:
1. required attendance at court or other legal commitments.
2. graduation or other ceremonies of honor for teacher, spouse, or child.
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3. absence of the father for the birth, or either parent for legal adoption.
.4. observance of religious holiday over and above the number of days in paragraph D below.
5. to accompany children in making college visitation
6. to attend a parent conference or placement meeting for special services for the member's
own child(ren) at the pre K-5 grade level.
B. In case of serious illness in the immediat(~ family of a member of this unit, members may take up to
five days leave with full pay and the numlber of days taken shall be deducted from their accumulated
sick leave days.
c. In the case of each death in the immediat(~ family of a member of this unit, members may take up to
five days leave with full pay, and in the case of a close friend, one day leave with full pay.
For the purposes of this subsection and ofB above, immediate family shall be defined as spouse,
children, parents (or their SWTOgates),brothers, sisters, grandparents, in-laws, and those who reside
in the member's household.
D. One day of leave may be taken with full pay for the observance of a religious holiday.
E. Under extenuating circumstances, additional days of leave under this section may be granted upon
the recommendation of the building principal and with the approval of the Assistant Superintendent
for Human Resources and Labor Relations, and the number of days taken shall be deducted from
the member's accumulated sick leave day:;. One day may be taken with full pay for required
advance degree examinations.
.
F.. All leave and benefit provisions of this contract will be counted toward the care and benefit
provisions for the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 where applicable. FMLA leave and
benefits will be applied if the contractual leave and benefits to the member provide less than
provided under the Family and Medical Leave Act.
SECTION 14.. DUES DEDUCTION
A. The District agrees to such deductions fro:m the salaries of its employees as are individually
authorized on a form provided by the Association (see Appendix D) for dues of the FairPort
Educators Association, New York State U"nited Teachers and the American Federation of Teachers.
Such deductions shall be transmitted to the treasurer of the FairPort Educators Association at the
same time as bi-weekly checks are issued for distribution. Such transmittal shall relieve the District
of any and all liability by its execution of 1theprovisions of this section.
No later than the issuance of the first paycheck in October, the Association shall submit a list of
members for whom dues shall be deducted and authorization cards for those who do not have cards
on file.
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At the same time as submission of the above listing, the Association treasurer shall certify th~
amount of the deduction for dues to be made for that school year in writing to the Assistant
Superintendent for Business.
Deductions will commence with the second paycheck in October and shall continue in equal
installments coinciding with the remaining pay periods in the school year.
Employees new to the District and those new employees currently employed in the District who
sign dues deduction authorization cards after beginning of the school year shall have said dues
deducted from their salaries in equal installments coinciding with the remaining pay dates in the
school year commencing with a pay date which falls within ten (10) calendar days from the date of
receipt of the signed authorization.
SECTION 15- ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
A. The Board of Education Agenda and pertinent supporting data relative to the agenda, which is not
considered to be confidential, will be made available to the president of the Association at the same
time that it is made available to the members of the Board.
The Board shall make available to the Association upon request, infonnation, statistics, and records
which are necessary for the proper administration or enforcement of this agreement.
The Board will reserve an open agenda item for the Association at an Executive Session, on a
monthly basis, under which the president of the Association, and/or members of the Association
appointed by himlher, may address the Board on issues meeting the guidelines for executive
session.
For each school year covered by this agreement, the president of the Association or
his/her designated representative, will be granted up to twenty (20) days, or its
equivalent, during the year to carry on the work of the Association. No more than
fifteen (15) days may be taken by an individual.
b. When the Superintendent requests an Association representative's presence during
the work day at activities on behalf of the District, that representative shall not
suffer a reduction in payor leave days.
2. The president of the Association will give the District reasonable advance notice ofhis/her
intention to utilize this time. This right is contingent upon the District obtaining a
satisfactory substitute teacher for the period of time taken by the president or his/her
designee. This time will be given without loss of payor sick leave. The Association will
be resPQnsible for reimbursements to the District for the substitute teacher's salary, social
security benefits, and any other related costs to the District. The Association will make
payment to the District on the last day of each semester.
E. Association members elected to the New York State United Teachers' Representative Assembly and
New York State Teachers' Retirement System Convention will be released to attend such meetings
without loss of compensation to the member or the Association, personal or sick leave days.
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1. The Association will have the right to use office machines and equipment for Association
business. The Association shall submit a list of operators to the building principal for
hislher approval. The Association shall provide all supplies and materials for Association
business. Prior to August 1 of each year, the Association shall give the Assistant
Superintendent for Business its I~timate of supplies and materials for the school year. The
District shall order the supplies imd materials and bill the Association for the cost. The
Association will be pennitted to purchase additional supplies and materials from the
District during the school year. .All supplies and materials ordered by the Association shall
be delivered to one centrallocatiion designated by the Association.
.
2. There will be one (1) bulletin board in the faculty lounge of each school building for the
exclusive use of the Association. Such bulletin boards will be purchased by the
Association and installed by the District.
1. In the interest of communication and problem solving, building representative(s) for each
school building shall meet with the principal at least once every two (2) weeks if requested
by either party to review and dis4~uss individual problems or local school problems and
practices. Such discussions may include other appropriate representatives of the
Association
The number of Association reprc::sentatives shall not exceed five (5) unless both parties
agree.
This section does not preclude th.e right of the individual members to discuss problems
personally with their principal.
.
2. The building representative(s) shall be provided adequate time to cany on Association
business at all building faculty m.eetings.
The Association president shall not be assigned a study hall or equivalent ifhe/she is a secondary
teacher. If the Association president is all elementary teacher, that teacher will be assigned a
teacher aide for 1 hour per day. The president's teaching schedule shall be arranged with the
principal of the president's building to allow for extended periods of unassigned time.
If the Association president is a secondary teacher, he/she may be released for an additional two (2)
periods. The Association will reimburse 1theDistrict for the salary of the additional two (2) periods
based on the current starting salary.
If the Association president is an elementuy teacher, the Superintendent, past Association
president, the new Association president ~mdthe building principal shall meet to see if equivalent
release time, paid for by the Association, lean be agreed to. If agreement cannot be reached, the
Association may purchase up to sixty (60) additional release time days at the unit member's daily
rate. In no event may one person be released more than ten (10) days annually unless both parties
mutually agree to extend the release time.
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SECTION 16 -ROLE OF THE ASSOCIATION IN POLICY FORMATION
The Board and Superintendent shall determine such councils and committees involving teacher
representation as are necessary to advise the Board and the Superintendent in their formulation of policies
and recommendations designed to improve the quality of the education program.
In the selection of teacher members of such councils or committees, the Association president shall choose
one-half(l/2) of the members and the Superintendent of Schools shall choose one-half (l/2) of the
members.
Councils and committees created by the Board shall report to the Superintendent of Schools and then to the
Board through the councils' or committees' members or their delegated representatives. Councils and
committees created by the Superintendent shall report to the Superintendent through the councils' or
committees' members or their delegated representatives unless otherwise directed by the Superintendent
and/or the Board. The Superintendent and/or the Board shall receive and give due consideration to the
majority reports, minority reports (if any) and supportive data.
SECTION 17 - CURRICULUM WRITING
A. Cwriculum writing will be done with the consent of the writers on a voluntary basis. It may be
done during the summer months, during vacation periods, on a Superintendent's Conference Day,
or on a release time basis. If writing is done during the summer months or during vacation periods,
remuneration will be 1/250 of the annual average base salary per day.
B. If curriculum writing is done on a released time basis, then the District will provide substitute staff
to supervise the released students.
SECTION 18 - GRADUATE COURSE APPROVAL
A. Applications for graduate course approval shall be submitted prior to registration for the courses on
the lnservice Credit Approval Form (Appendix E), or Request for Approval of Graduate Program
form (Appendix F). "Prior to registration" will mean that once prior approval is granted, a
comparable course may be selected by the teacher, if, at the time of registration, the original course
selected is unavailable.
Notification of any change shall be made to the Human Resources Office within seven calendar
days of registration. Members submitting a Request for Approval of Graduate Program (Appendix
F) are not required to submit approval fonns for individual graduate courses on the lnservice Credit
Approval Form (Appendix E), unless such a course is being taken in addition to the courses listed
on the Request for Approval of Graduate Program application.
Salary increments for graduate courses will be granted only if the courses have received prior
approval. Notification of approval for graduate programs or courses shall be given to members of
the unit within three working days of receipt.
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Graduate and Inservice Credit:
.1. A change of salary contract affe~ted by graduate or inservice credits earned prior to
September 1, will be granted effective September 1, upon receipt of transcript or other
notification certifying satisfactory completion of the course. A change of salary contract
shall be affected by graduate or iinservice credits completed after September 1, and prior to
February 1. This change will be granted effective February 1 upon receipt of transcript or
other notification certifying satisfactory completion of the course.
2. Members who complete inservice education which has been approved for salary credit by
the Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources and Labor Relations shall receive salary
credit commensurate with the number of approved hours for the course.
Members who apply to take inse:rvice education courses may request that expenses for such
courses be paid in lieu of salary (~redit. Graduate and undergraduate level courses are not
eligible for expense reimbursem<mt.
Tuition Reimbursement:
Members who are taking graduate courses toward their first masters degree, may opt for tuition
reimbursement in lieu of salary credit. M:embers will be reimbursed for the cost of the course only
(not including college fees or other anciUary costs) up to the equivalent of the SUNY graduate rate.
Members must produce proof that they have passed the course (official transcript), a copy of the
tuition bill and a receipt for paYment fronl the college or university prior to receiving the
reimbursement. This will be a one-time paYment and will not be added to the member's base
salary. Part-time teachers will be eligible to receive only 50% of the tuition cost.
.
Reimbursement will be for actual tuition paid by the member exclusive of any waivers or awards
from the college.
Should a member leave the district less than three years after receiving their last tuition
reimbursement for reasons other than illness, disability or serious family obligations, they would
need to pay back the District as follows:
~ of the reimbursement received for that year and the prior year plus;
!4 of the reimbursement received for the year two years prior.
They would not be obligated to repay any tuition reimbursement that occurred more than three
years prior to their resignation. The payback language will refer to the semester in which the course
is taken.
SECTION 19 - VAICANCIES - TRANSFERS
Vacancies
1. A vacancy shall be defined as a writ position opening caused by a retirement, resignation,
newly created position, tern1ination or death in service, but shall not include any opening
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encumbered by a unit member on leave. The Human Resources Office will provide to the
Association building representative copies of staff vacancies to be posted on the
Association bulletin boards for ten (10) calendar days prior to the closing date for the
submission of applications.
2. A member desiring to change grade, subject or building assignments will file with the
Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources and Labor Relations a written statement
indicating hislher desire to change. The statement shall include the individual's preference
of grade level, subject, and/or building. The Assistant Superintendent for Human
Resources and Labor Relations will notify the member when a vacancy occurs. Within ten
(10) calendar days of the mailing of such notice, the member shall signify in writing hislher
intention to become an active applicant for the position. If the request involves a building
transfer, the Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources and Labor Relations shall
solicit recommendations in writing from both building principals prior to further
consideration of the requested change. The principal's recommendation will be shared
with the member unless the confidentiality of another member would be compromised by
sharing this information.
3. . No vacancy will be filled until current members interested in such a position will have been
first interviewed. Applications from currently employed members shall be given
preference over applications of new hires. Such voluntary requests will be honored if they
do not conflict with the instructional requirements and best interests of the District. The
detennination of the appointment will be made on the basis of sound educational policy by
the administration. Where two or more internal applications are received and the District
determines that the applicants are evenly qualified by the standards set forth above, the
most senior applicant shall be appointed to the position.
4. Paragraphs 1 through 3 of this section shall not apply to vacancies occurring from August
15 through Labor Day; however, the Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources and
Labor Relations shall notify a designated Association representative whenever vacancies
occur.
Transfers
1. K-6 involuntary building transfers shall be based on seniority. No unit ,member shall be
involuntarily transferred to another building unless the District determines that a reduction
in total number of positions in hislher building is necessmy. When a reduction in the
number of positions in a building occurs, volunteers shall be transferred before any
involuntary transfers take place, in accordance with the following procedure.
a. When the District determines that a reduction is necessary, but before the reduction
takes place, the Association and all unit members in the affected building shall be
notified.
b. The District will ask for volunteers. No involuntary transfers shall take place until
volunteers have been transferred.
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c. If, after the volunteers have been transferred, further reduction is necessary,
involuntary transfers shill be made beginning with the least senior member in the
building based on District-wide seniority. In all other sections of this agreement,
seniority shall mean District-wide seniority. .
2. 7-12 - Transfers from one buildirlg to another will be accomplished by considering the
needs of the educational prograntl including the grade level, certification, subject matter and
background experience of the stnff. The least senior staff unit member shall be transferred,
these factors being equal.
No transfer trom one building to another, or trom one subject area or grade level to another,
will be made without prior consultation with the staff unit member involved. Consultation
involving buildings or subject area transfers will be made not less than sixty (60) calendar
days prior to the effective date of transfer. Transfers involving grade levels will require
consultation with the staff member at the time when the necessity for such a transfer is
known. If the number of classes or sections decreases within the sixty days time limit,
members may accept the option of transfer upon fewer than sixty days prior consultation.
For the purposes of this and the Jollowing paragraph, consultation shall mean a face-ta-face
meeting with the staff member during which the views of the staff member shall be heard
and considered. The staff member shall also be entitled to an explanation of why the
transfer is necessary and why he/she was selected for transfer.
3. When it is known that more than one half of the job assignment of a special area teacher
will be changed for the next school year, advance consultation will be held with the
affected teacher.
4. Transfers will not be made for the purpose of discrimination or discipline of any member.
If a member believes this section is violated, the district and FEA will meet and attempt to
resolve the violation. If the parti4~ cannot resolve the issue, the PEA may submit the
alleged grievance at Level II witbin ten (10) days of the final meeting on the issue.
.
C. In the event that a school building is clos(d and it is necessary to reassign affected classroom unit
members who are not excessed, the District will notify those unit members of the available
assignments within their tenure and certification and solicit from those unit members their
preferences regarding those assignments. The District will fill the openings by considering the
needs of the education program. If, in the:judgment of the District, other factors are equal,
preference in assignments will be made to senior unit members.
D. In the event that an elementary or seconwary school building is re-organized the District will notify
unit members affected of in the affected building(s) available assignments and solicit their
. preferences regarding those assignments. The District will fill the openings by considering the
needs of the educational program including the grade level, certification, subject matter and
background experience of the staff. Preference in assignments will be made to senior teachers if
these factors are equal.
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SECT10N 20-GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. Declaration of Pumose
It is the purpose of this procedure to secure, at the lowest possible administrative level, equitable
solutions to alleged grievances of members of the unit. Except as is necessary for the purpose of
implementingthis procedure, both parties hereto agree that these proceedings shall be kept as
informal and confidential asmay be appropriate at any level of such procedure.
B. Definitions
1. Grievance, as used in this agreement, shall mean any claimed violation, misinterpretation or
inequitable application of the terms or provisions of this agreement.
2. Association means the Fairport Educators Association.
3. Ae:2rieved Party shall mean the Association or any person or group of persons in the
negotiating unit filing a grievance. If a grievance affects a significant number of members
in the negotiation unit and appears to be associated with system-wide policies, the
grievance may be submitted by the Association at Level ITof this agreement.
4. Party in Interest shall mean any party named in a grievance who is not the aggrieved party.
5. Association Executive Committee is the committee created and constituted by the Fairport
Educators Association.
6. Davs, when used in this section, shall mean teacher workdays.
C. General Procedures
The District and the Fairport Educators Association agree to disclose any relevant arbitration
awards, memoranda of agreement or any other legal or binding documents of which they have
knowledge prior to engaging in any formal grievance procedures.
1. All alleged written grievances shall include the name and position of the aggrieved party,
the identity of the provision of this agreement involved in the alleged grievance, the time
when and the place where the alleged events or conditions constituting the alleged
grievance existed, the identity of the party responsible for the area in which the alleged
grievance is alleged to have occurred, and a statement of the nature of the alleged grievance
and the redress sought by the aggrieved party.
2. Except for informal decisions provided for by Level I (a), all decisions shall be rendered in
writing at each level of the grievance procedure.
3. The preparation and processing of alleged grievances shall be conducted so that it in no
way interferes with instructions or classroom activities, and it shall not involve students in
any phase.
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The Board of Education and the:Association agree to reasonably facilitate any investigation
which may be required and to make available to the aggrieved party all pertinent
information not privileged under law in its possession or control and which is relevant to
the issues raised by the grievanc,e. '
.
Except as otherwise provided in Level I (a), an aggrieved party and any party in interest
shall have the right at all stages of a grievance to confront and cross-examine all witnesses
called against him/her, testify atJtdto call witnesses on his/her own behalf. The aggrieved
party, any party in interest, and the building principal involved or the Superintendent shall
be furnished with a copy of any :minutesof the proceedings made at each and every stage of
this grievance procedure.
All documents, communications and records dealing with the processing of a grievance
shall be kept in a confidential file separate from the personnel files of the participants. This
file shall be available only to the: aggrieved party, any party in interest, and the
Superintendent or his duly authorized representative.
Except by consent of all parties jnvolved, hearings shall not be open to the public.
8. Any member of the negotiating unit covered by this agreement who elects some remedy
other than the one contained in this article shall, by such election, waive any rights which
he/she may have hereunder with respect to such matter.
9. Any party may request that an official stenographic record be kept of any hearing
pertaining to the filing of an alleged grievance. The party requesting such stenographic
service shall pay the cost thereof: .
10. The filing or pendency of any grievance under the provisions of this article shall in no way
operate to impede, delay, or inteIfere with the right of the Board of Education to take the
action complained of, subject, however, to the final decision of the grievance.
11. Nothing contained herein will be constroed as limiting the right of any unit members
having a grievance to discuss the matter informally with any appropriate member of the
administration and having the grievance informally adjusted without intervention of the
Association, provided the adjustInent is not inconsistent with the tenns of this agreement.
12. When a grievance is based UPOn:a decision of the Board of Education and is entirely
dependent upon action by the Board of Education, the grievance shall be heard in the first
instance at Level n in accordance;: with the time provisions ofD-2 hereof.
Time Limits
1. Since it is important to good relationships that alleged grievances be processed as rapidly as
possible, every effort will be madle by all parties to expedite the process. The time limits
specified herein for either party D1aYbe extended only by mutual agreement in writing.
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2. Unless a written grievance is forwarded at the first available level within twenty-five (25)
days after the member knew of the act or condition on which the alleged grievance is based,
no written grievance will be entertained and such alleged grievance will be deemed waived.
The twenty-five (25) day period shall begin the day after receipt of the printed agreement
by the president of the Association or his designee, for which a written receipt shall be
given. Any grievance arising or occurring during the month of September in any school
year must be commenced by a written grievance forwarded at the first available level
within thirty (30) days after the member knew of the act or condition on which the alleged
grievance is based. Otherwise, such grievance shall be deemed waived.
3. If a decision at one level is not appealed to the next level of the procedure within the time
limit specified herein, the alleged grievance will be deemed to be discontinued and further
appeal under this agreement shall be barred.
4. Failure at any stage of the grievance procedure to communicate a decision to the aggrieved
party at Level I, or the aggrieved party, his/her representative, and the chairperson of the
Association Executive Committee at any succeeding level, within the specified time limit
shall permit the lodging of an appeal at the next stage of the procedure within the time
which would have been allotted had the decision been communicated by the final day.
5. In the event an alleged grievance is filed on or after June 1 in any given school year,
which, if left unresolved until the beginning of the following school year would result in
irreparable harm, upon request of the aggrieved party, the time limits set forth herein
may be reduced pro rata so that the grievance procedure may be exhausted prior to the
end of the school term, or as soon thereafter as is possible. In the event that the
processing of an alleged grievance extended beyond the school year, there shall be no
extra pay for the aggrieved party for time spent in the processing of the alleged
grievance.
Grievance Levels
1. Level I - Princinal
a. A member of the negotiating unit covered by this agreement having a grievance
shall discuss it with his/her building principal in an attempt to resolve the matter
informally. If the member wishes, he/she may be accompanied by a representative
of his/her choice.
b. If the matter is not resolved infonnally at this time, the aggrieved party and/or
his/her representative shall state the alleged grievance in writing, as provided in C-
1 of this Section, and present it to the said building principal within five (5) days
from the date he/she originally discussed the matter with the building principal.
Within five (5) days after the written grievance is presented to him/her, the
building principal shall, without any further consultation with the aggrieved party,
render a decision thereon, in writing, and present it to the aggrieved party, and/or
hislher representative.
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Level II - Suoerintendent
.
a. If the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the written decision at the conclusion of
Level I and wishes to proceed further under this grievance procedure, the party
shall, within five (5) days after receipt of the building principal's decision, present
the grievance to the Association Executive Committee for its consideration.
b. If the Association Executive Committee detennines that the aggrieved party has a
meritorious grievance, then it will file a written appeal of the decision at Level I
with the Superintendent within ten (10) days after the aggrieved party has received
such written decision. Copies of the written grievance and the written decision at
Level I shall be submitted with the appeal.
c. Within ten (10) days aft(~ receipt of the appeal, the Superintendent, or his/her duly
authorized representativ1~s', shall hold a hearing with the aggrieved party, a
representative of the Association Executive Committee, and all other parties in
interest.
d. The Superintendent shall render a decision in writing to the aggrieved party, the
Association Executive Committee, and the building principal involved within ten
(10) days after the conclusion of the hearing.
Level ill - Arbitration
..a. If the aggrieved party or the Association Executive Committee is not satisfied with
the decision at Level n and wishes to proceed further under this procedure, the
Association Executive Committee may submit the grievance to binding arbitration
by serving written notice on the Superintendent within ten (10) days after receiving
the decision at Level n, provided the Association Executive Committee has the
written consent of the aggrieved party.
b. The Superintendent of Sc:hools and the Association Executive Committee will be
bound by the rules and procedures of the American Arbitration Association in the
selection of an arbitrator.
c. The arbitrator will bear the matter promptly, and will issue a decision to the
aggrieved party, the Supe:rintendent, and the Association Executive Committee.
The arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth hislher findings of
facts, reasoning, and condusion on the issues.
d. The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any decision which
requires the commission of an act prohibited by law or which is in violation of the
terms of this agreement.
e. The decision of the arbitrator shall be binding.
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f. The costs and expenses for the services of the arbitrator, including any and all
expenses necessary and relevant to the use of this procedure, shall be borne equally
by the District and the Association. Each party will bear the expense of its own
legal counsel.
SECTION21-NUSCELLANEOUS
A. This agreement shall supersede any rules, regulations or practices of the Board which are contrary
to or inconsistent with its terms. The provisions of this agreement shall be considered part of the
established policies of the Board.
B. Any individual arrangement, agreement or contract hereafter executed shall be expressly made
subject to and consistent with the terms of this or subsequent agreements to be executed by the
parties. If an individual arrangement, agreement, or contract contains any language inconsistent
with this agreement, this agreement during its duration shall be controlling.
C. Copies of this agreement shall be published at the expense of the District and shall be distributed to
all members of this unit as soon as possible, but no later than six (6) weeks after ratification by
either party. New teachers shall receive copies of the existing agreement at the time that they
receive their letter of appointment.
D. Any member who is also performing an extra-duty or coaching assignment as defined in
Appendices B and C, who is having difficulty in the perfonnance ofhis/her duties, will be notified
in writing that this position may be injeopardy. The member in the extra-duty or coaching
assignment will develop and institute a plan to improve perfonnance. If the unit member has not
improved their perfonnance by one year after the notification to the satisfaction of his/her
supervisor, he/she may be terminated from the extra-duty or coaching assignment.
E. Nothing herein contained is intended nor shall it have the effect of abridging or violating the rights
and obligations according to or imposed upon the respective parties by the Education Law of the
State of New York.
F. Approved mileage allowance for members of this unit covered by this agreement shall be paid at the
CU1TeIltInternal Revenue Service rate.
G. In grades K-S, scheduled parent conferencing time wilt be two full days in the fall and two full days
in the spring. The kindergarten teachers will have an additional two days in the fall and an
additional two days in the spring at which time substitute teachers will maintain their classes.
Specific times for kindergarten conferencing shall be scheduled after consultation with the teacher
involved and the building principal.
In grade 6, scheduled parent conference times will be two full days in the fall semester.
H. Teachers operating on a supply budget will have input into the budget request and knowledge of the
implementation of their input.
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1. Each building's monetary allotment for teacher attendance at educational conferences shall be
posted at the beginning of each semester.
.J. The District will provide payroll deductions for a credit union and a payroll savings plan for
members of the unit covered by this agreement. There shall be a maximum of twenty-five (25)
TSAs and any additional TSAs must be JDutually agreed to by the Association and District, and
must have a minimum of ten unit membc::rs participating.
K. Each September the District will provide: to each member a statement showing:
Total salary for cUITent year.
Total accumulated sick days.
New sick days added for current year.
L. The District will provide payroll deduction for the benefit trust program provided by the New York
State United Teachers and for the VOTE/COPE, so long as a minimum of 10 unit members
participate in each. The Association agn:es to hold the District hannless from any and all claims"
resulting from this payroll deduction.
SECTION 22 - SAFETY COMMITTEE
Safety Committee
The District will meet on an as-needed basis with the Association's Health and Safety Committee
to discuss health and safety issues~
A representative of the FEA Health and Safety Committee will be able to tour each building a minimum
of once per semester with the building principal and head custodian to review building health and safety
conditions and/or concerns.
.
SECTION 23 -BUILDINGIDEPARTMJ~NT BASED MINI GRANTSIMINI PROJECTS
Members in a building or department may apply f.or mini-grants of up to $1,000. These grants will be
awarded for projects that will enhance: teaching competence, program development, knowledge of one's
field of expertise or improve the delivery of service to students.
No member, in one school year, may receive mon~ than one grant although more than one grant application
may be submitted.
The Staff Development Committee will review thl~grant applications and will make recommendations to the
Superintendent of Schools. The anonymity of applicants will be observed.
The District will fund this program each year of tbis agreement. Guidelines and application procedures for
this program will be established by the District anJtlually.
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SECTION 24 -PROFESSIONAL COURTESY/ATTENDANCE POLICY
A unit member residing outside of the Fairport Central School District will be allowed to enroll his/her
children in the District under the following circumstances:
a.
b.
c.
Transportation to and from school is provided by the unit member;
Space is available in the District; and
25% of tuition is paid according to Board policy.
SECTION 25 - STATIITORY NOTICE
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF TInS AGREEMENT
REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF
LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDmONAL FUNDS TIIEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME
EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GWEN APPROVAL.
SECTION 26 - SAVINGS CLAUSE
This agreement and all provisions herein are subject to all applicable laws. In the event any provision of
this agreement is held to violate such laws, said provision shall not bind either of the parties but the
remainder of this agreement shall remain in full force and effect as if the invalid provision had not been a
part of this agreement.
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SECTION 27 -DURATION .
The provisions of each section of the agreement shall become effective on July 1, 2002 except as otherwise
noted herein, and continue in full force and effect until June 30, 2006.
SECTION 28 - APPROVAL BY NEGOTIATING TEAM CHAIRPERSON
The chairperson of the Superintendent's negotiatutlg team and the chairperson of the Association's
negotiating team have read the provisions of each. section of this agreement and approve the same.
January 31.2003
SUPER~SOIOO
.
~
FAmro::C
~S
Superintendent of Schools
Dated:
January 31. 2003 By
Dated:
.
I:N WIT N E SSW HER E 0 F, the parties hereto have set their hands and seals this
of January. 2003
31st day
~
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2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06
A 32,000 32,500 33,000 33,750
B 33,500 34,000 34,500 35,250
C 35,000 35,500 36,000 36,750
D 36,500 37,000 37,500 38,250
E 38,000 38,500 39,000 39,750
F 39,500 40,000 40,500 41,250
G 41,000 41,500 42,000 42,750
H 42,500 43,000 43,500 44,250
.
Returning staff:
2002-03 - 2.50/0 of previous year's base salary plus $1,150.
2003-04 - 2.40/0 of previous year's base salary plus $1,176.
2004-05 - 2.3% of previous year's base salary plus $1,204.
2005-06 - 2.2% of previous year's base salary plus $1,234.
APPENDIX A
. Hiring Schedule 2002-06
.
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APPENDIX B
EXTRA DUTY ASSIGNMENTS - 2002-03
(to be adjustedfi)r2003-04through2005-06)
8LEVEL DESCRIPTION NUMBER
A Yearbook -all secondary schools 2 each school
Music Theater -FHS (everyother year) 4 per production
Dramatic Theater -FHS 2 per production
Music Theater -MD, MB, JP 3 per production
Dramatic Theater -MD, MB, JP 3 per production
B High School Newspaper (8 issues) 1
-prorated if fewer issues
C Marching Band 1
Student Council Advisors -FHS 2
Senior Class Advisors 4
National Honor Society 1
D Marching Band Assistant 1
Junior Class Advisors 3
Literary Magazine (all secondary schools) 2
Academic Decathlon -FHS 1
Theater Production (each elementary school) 2
Yearbook Video -FHS 1
E Sophomore Class Advisors 2 8
Freshman Class Advisors 2
Club Advisors
(must meet minimum of 20 times per year
to be eligible for stipend)
New advisors will be placed at Step 1.
Changes in the number of advisors listed in Appendix B shall be agreed to by a joint DistrictlFEA
committee.
If there are fewer advisors than specified for an activity, the remaining advisor(s) will receive the total
stipend budget for the activity.
New activities to be added to the Extra Duty Assignment Schedule shall receive a joint DistrictlFEA
placement recommendation prior to Board action.
Assignment to extra-curricular activities shall be voluntary.
Requests for additional club advisors beyond the 1991-92 level will be reviewed by the joint District/FEA
committee and a recommendation provided the Superintendent of Schools.
Nothing contained herein shall prevent the District from creating or abolishing positions as deemed
necessary. .
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EXTRA DUTY ASSIGNMENTS
2002-03
EXTRA-DUTY ASSIGNMENT INCENTIVES
The following annual incentives will be granted during the term of this Agreement
to advisors who have been in the same extra-duty assignment for ten (10) or more
years in the Fairport Central School District as defined in current policy.
10 years
15 years
20 years
25 years
$ 171
$ 237
$ 305
$ 375
Service will be cumulative with the following exceptions:
1. An advisor retains credit toward longevity if his/her extra-duty assignment is dropped.
2. Extenuating circumstances as determined by the Principal.
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EXTRA DUTY ~\SSIGNMENTS
2003-tD4 .
EXTRA-DUTY ASSIGNMI:NT INCENTIVES
The following annual incentives will be granted during the term of this Agreement
to advisors who have been in the sSlme extra-duty assignment for ten (10) or more
years in the Fairport Central School District as defined in current policy.
10 years
15 years
20 years
25 years
$ 1J1
$ 2:~7
$ 305
$ 3ir5
.
Service will be cumulative with the following exceptions:
1. An advisor retains credit toward longevity if hislher extra-duty assignment is dropped.
2. Extenuating circumstances as deltermined by the Principal.
1.045
.
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EXTRA DUTY ASSIGNMENTS
2004-05
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EXTRA-DUTY ASSIGNMENT INCENTIVES
The following annual incentives will be granted during the term of this Agreement
to advisors who have been in the same extra-duty assignment for ten (10) or more
years in the Fairport Central School District as defined in current policy.
10 years
15 years
20 years
25 years
$ 171
$ 237
$ 305
$ 375
Service will be cumulative with the following exceptions:
1. An advisor retains credit toward longevity if his/her extra-duty assignment is dropped.
2. Extenuating circumstances as determined by the Principal.
1.045
40 (c)
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EXTRA DUTY ~~SSIGNMENTS
2005-06 .
EXTRA-DUTY ASSIGNME:NT INCENTIVES
The following annual incentives will be granted during the term of this Agreement
to advisors who have been in the S81me extra-duty assignment for ten (10) or more
years in the Fairport Central School District as defined in current policy.
10 years
15 years
20 years
25 years
$ ft1
$ 2~37
$ 305
$ 3~r5
.
Service will be cumulative with the f()lIowing exceptions:
1. An advisor retains credit toward h:>ngevity if hislher extra-duty assignment is dropped.
2. Extenuating circumstances as determined by the Principal.
1.045
.
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APPENDIX C
COACHING LEVELS - 2002-03
.
(to be adjustedfor2003-04through2005-06)
LEVEL SPORT BOYS and/or GIRLS
A
-Varsity Football Boys
B
-Varsity Basketball Boys
-Varsity Basketball Girls
-Varsity Gymnastics Girls
-Varsity Ice Hockey Boys
-Varsity Skiing -Alpine Boys/Girls
-Varsity Skiing - X-COWltry Boys/Girls
- Varsity Swimming Boys
- Varsity Volleyball Girls
-Varsity Wrestling Boys
C
-Varsity Asst Football Boys
-Varsity Baseball Boys
-Varsity Cheerleadin&fall/Wmter) Girls
-Varsity Cross Country Boys/Girls
-Varsity Field Hockey Girls
-Varsity Indoor Track Boys/Girls
-Varsity Lacrosse Boys/Girls
.
-Varsity Soccer Boys/Girls
-Varsity Softball Girls
-Varsity Swimming Girls
-Varsity Track Boys/Girls
-Varsity Volleyball Boys
D
-Varsity Bowling Boys/Girls
-Varsity Golf Boys
-Varsity Tennis Boys/Girls
-Jr Varsity Basketball Boys
-Jr Varsity Basketball Girls
-Jr Varsity Gymnastics Girls
-Jr Varsity Skiing -Alpine Boys/Girls
-Jr Varsity Skiing - X-Country Boys/Girls
- Jr Varsity Swimming Boys
-Jr Varsity Volleyball Girls
-Jr Varsity Wrestling Boys
E
-Varsity Asst Ice Hockey Boys
-Varsity Asst Indoor Track Boys/Girls
-Varsity Asst Swimming Boys/Girls
-Varsity Diving Boys
.
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LEVEL BOYS and/or GIRLSSPORT
E continued-Jr Varsity
- Jr Varsity
-JrVarsity
-JrVarsity
- JrVarsity
- JrVarsity
-JrVarsity
-JrVarsity
- Jr Varsity
-JrVarsity
-JrVarsity
Baseball
Cheerleadin&winter)
Cross Country
Field Hockey
Indoor Track
Lacrosse
Soccer
Softball
Swimming
Track
Volleyball
.BoysGirls
Boys/Girls
Girls
Boys/Girls
Boys/Girls
Boys/Girls
Girls
Girls
Boys/Girls
Boys
F' -Varsity
-Varsity
-Varsity
-Varsity
-Jr Varsity
-Jr Varsity
-Jr Varsity
-9th
Asst Lacrosse
Asst Soccer
Asst Track
Golf
Cheerleadin&fall)
Golf
Tennis
Basketball
Boys/Girls
Boys/Girls
Boys/Girls
Girls
Girls
Boys
Boys/Girls
Boys/Girls
G Diving
Baseball
Cheerleadin&wmter)
Soccer
Softball
Girls
Boys
Girls
Boys/Girls
Girls
.
-Varsity
-9th
- 9th
-9th
-9th
H
-JrVarsity
- 9th
- 7-8th
- 7-8th
- 7-8th
-
7-8fh
-7-8th
-7-8th
Asst Lacrosse
Cheerleadin&fall}
Basketball
Basketball
Gymnastics
Swimming
Volleyball
Wrestling
Boys
Girls
Boys
Girls
Girls
Boys/Girls
Girls
Boys
- 7-8th CrossCountry
. Boys/Girls
-7-8th Lacrosse Boys/Girls
-7-8th Soccer Boys/Girls
- 7-8th Softball Girls
-7-8th Track Boys/Girls
-7-8th Volleyball Boys
- 7-8th Field Hockey Girls
TIle incumbent coaches in positions that have been dOWillgraded will be held harmless as a result of the downgrading.
I
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COACHING SALARIES
2002-03
~
w
-
s::u
- COACHING INCENTIVES
The following annual coaching incentives will be granted during the term of this Agreement
to coaches who have been coaching one sport for ten (10) or more years in the Fairport Central
School District as defined in current policy. .
10 years
15 years
20 years
25 years
$ 433
$ 607
$ 780
$ 953
Service will be cumulative with the following exceptions:
1. A coach retains credit toward longevity if his/her sport is dropped.
2. Extenuating cirC\oJmstances as determined by the Director.
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COACHING SALARIES
2003-04
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- COACHING INCENTIVES
The following annual coaching incentives will be granted during the term of this Agreement
to coaches who have been coaching one sport for ten (10) or more years in the Fairport Central
School District as defined in current policy.
10 years
15 years
20 years
25 years
$ 433
$ 607
$ 780
$ 953
Service will be cumulative with the following exceptions:
1. A coach retains credit toward longevity if his/her sport is dropped.
2. Extenuating circumstances as determined by the Director.
.
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COACHING SALARIES
2004-05
~
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COACHING INCENTIVES
The following annual coaching incentives will be granted during the term of this Agreement
to coaches who have been coaching one sport for ten (10) or more years in the Fairport Central
School District as defined in current policy. .
-n
-
10 years
15 years
20 years
25 years
$ 433
$ 607
$ 780
$ 953
Service will be cumulative with the following exceptions:
1. A coach retains credit toward longevity if his/her sport is dropped.
2. Extenuating circumstances as determined by the Director.
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COACHiNG SALARiES
2005-06
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COACHING INCENTIVES
The following annual coaching incentives will be granted during the term of this Agreement
to coaches who have been coaching one sport for ten (10) or more years, in the Fairport Central
School District as defined in current policy.
10 years
15 years
20 years
25 years
$ 433
$ 607
$ 780
$ 953
Service will be cumulative with the following exceptions:
1. A coach retains credit toward longevity if hislher sport is dropped.
2. Extenuating circumstances as determ ined by the Director.
.
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APPENDIX D
DUES DEDUCTION AUTHORIZATION
NAME
Last First
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
I hereby authorize the Fairport Central School District to deduct from my salary and transmit to the Fairport
Educators Association the amount of dues as certified by the FEA. I understand that this amount may
fluctuate in subsequent years because of dues increases or decreases.
It is understood that this is a pennanent authorization for the deduction of dues fonn year to year unless
written retraction is received by the District Business Office between September 1st and September 15th.
SIGNATURE
DATE
lid W:\FEA\2002-06FEA
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APPENDIX E
FAIRPORT CENTIRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
.
For Workshops and Col.lege/University Courses attended outside the District
STAFF PERSON REQUESTING INSERVICE CBEDIT
Name Date School
Course/Workshop Title Date(s)
Sponsoring Group Time
Number of Workshop Clock Hours (Exclude lunch, din net and transportation time)
Attach a workshop brochurelflyer documenting date(s), time and content.
Number of Credit Hours for College/University Course
Explain how this course is relevant to your position and why you wish to attend. Attach course description.
(It is strongly encouraged that you avoid courses: scheduled immediately after the school day as this may
conflict with meetings or District staff development opportunities.) Incomplete information will result In
denial of request.
PleaSE!notify ISC if a computer software proglram installation is required.
.
Date Reviewed
Approved for Credit
If not approved, reason:
Number of Hours Not Approved
Assistant Superintendent of Human Resources
-.. .. -
- . . .. . uate course instructions.)
I certify that
attended the above course/workshop.
Signature of Instructor Date
Revised 8/99
..
APPENDIX F
Please read and check appropriate box as outlined.
You may select only one option.
.
MtjialJttttttjf.t~l~
-
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FAIRPORT CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
38 West Church Street
Fairport, New York 14450
REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF GRADUATE PROGRAM
(Submit to Human Resources Office for approval)
NAME SCHOOL
I request approval for the followinggraduate program leading to a degree at
ColleeeJUniversitv 0. This program has alreadybeen approvedby the college.
(It is strongly encouraged that you avoid courses scheduled immediately after the school day as this may conflict with
meetings or District staff development opportunities.)
Date Submitted
COURSE # TITLE CREDIT HOURS TIMEFRAME OF COURSE
Reminder: Please provide the Human Resources Office with copies of your grade report(s) at the conclusion of each
course so that your graduate coursework can be properly credited in your personnel file in a timely manner.
*This reimbursement may be taxed subject to IRS regulations. Should you leave the District less than three years after
receiving tuition reimbursement, you will be expected to repay the District as per the contract language outlined in
Section 18 - Graduate Course Approval.
District Administrator: Fill out this section and return to teacher within three days of receipt.
o Approval
o Disapproval
If disapproved, the reason is:
signature ofDisbict AdmUbshdtor Date
Isd W:\FCIIIIS\GrIdAppr 12f2002
